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Balconies, terraces and gardens are the main 

focus of our new outdoor designer collection. 

Season after season they allow us to enjoy the 

good weather and get a breath of fresh air. 

No matter the size of your outdoor space we 

have the perfect solution. From small items 

to XXL corner pieces.

Inside or out? The in & out trend is the fusion 

between indoor and outdoor spaces, why choose 

one when you can have both? This new collection 

is designed to create an additional outdoor 

space in your home, because indoor gardens 

evoke totally exotic and versatile spaces that 

you can enjoy all year round. 

We used some of the trendiest and sustainable 

materials of the moment. Terracotta is extremely 

resistant and thanks to it being a mineral, adds 

a natural feel to your spaces. PET, an eco-friendly 

material made from recycled plastic bottles is 

ideal to make rugs and cushions. We have also 

used other materials such as terrazzo, steel and 

sustainable solid wood. 

KAVE HOME TEAM

Discover the entire outdoor 
collection and make your 
balcony, terrace or garden 
look trendy this season. 

Huara side table, Janaina planter and Luigina planters with self-watering system
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 OUTDOOR COLLECTION

FOR CITY LOVERS

For City Lovers is perfect for those 

real urbanites who have that little 

balcony or indoor terrace. Ideal to 

enjoy that piece of outdoors in a 

bustling city.  

This collection has everything you 

need for your flat to enjoy your 

outdoor space, no matter what size.  

Have a look at what we have 

in mind for you, from the heart 

of Barcelona’s Eixample district 

to your home.

I bet you can’t wait for that good 

weather to come so you can set up 

your own little urban jungle.

LAUNCH 23/02/2021

Nadin chair and Dalila cushion cover
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Can you think of better way to enjoy 
the outdoors than with handcrafted 
designer pieces made from natural 
and sustainable materials?

In the mood For City Lovers 
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Nina side table

Inti set with sofa and 2 armchairs

Designer pieces 
for your outdoors
Enjoy a nice cold summery beer with our 

Inti. Thanks to its aluminium structure this 

set is super light and resistant to outdoor 

conditions.  The included backrest cushions 

make it extra comfortable to sit on.
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“Terrazzo is a material with 
a history that is making a 
comeback with its own 
unique design style.”  

Take terrazzo outdoors and see how well it 

suits your urban look. Jenell and Tella have 

a trendy design that you can enjoy all year 

round, thanks to the resistance of this natural 

material to various weather conditions.

Federico Bergamino – Designer at Kave Home

Jenell side table

Tella table and Isabellini chair
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Add a hanging chair 
to your covered terrace
Meet Cira. This poly rattan design will give 

an exotic vibe to your outdoors and will allow 

you to enjoy your relaxing days under covers. 

Settle into its cushions and you will see that 

your moments of tranquility will be taken to 

the next level.

Cira hanging chair with base

Amorela cushion cover
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Make the most of your well-deserved breaks with the 

Geralda armchair. Thanks to the armrests, made from 

sustainable wood and hand-braided synthetic rattan 

seat. A modern reinterpretation of a classic design.

Shallow cushion cover and blanket
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An urban treasure
Enjoy your balcony, no matter how big or 

small thanks to the Amarilis folding table. 

Made from sustainable acacia wood.

Take your coffee and fold it out 

without taking up too much space.

Amarilis table

Daliana chair and Amarilis table
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You will want to pack 
your bags and move into 
this flat in the heart of 
Eixample (Barcelona) 
with an amazing terrace.

Discover For City Lovers
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Want to create an exotic feel at home? This polyrattan design is a must for lounging indoors or in your covered outdoor 

spaces. With comfy cushions included, get ready for a new level of relaxation.

Nadin armchair 

60 x 60 x 37 cm

S736J19

Cira multicoloured hanging chair with base

62 x 46 x 73 cm

CC5969FN35

Nadin two-seater sofa

44 x 120 x 57 cm

S737J19

Nadin chair

48 x 45 x 467 cm

CC2232J19

MAIN PRODUCTSFOR CITY LOVERS

· Armchair with galvanised steel 

structure with a seat made from 

straps and a woven rope backrest. All 

the materials have a green finish and 

have been treated for use in outdoor 

covered areas.

· This piece is part of the Nadin co-

llection, designed and  created exclu-

sively for Kave Home by Tapio Antilla.

· This piece has a hand-crafted bac-

krest, with rope woven by hand and a 

durable frame made from galvanised 

steel, resistant to rust and corrosion.

· The Nadin collection includes all the 

pieces you need to enjoy sunny days 

in comfort. Get the whole collection, 

featuring a chair, armchair and sofa, 

in your choice of green or terracotta.

A Kave Home design
It has been designed exclusively for 

Kave Home by Tapio Antilla, with 

extra authenticity courtesy of the 

hand-woven rope that forms the 

backrest. Your piece is a one-off.

Built to last AND look good
The steel and the rope have been 

given the same finish, lending a 

uniform look to the design with UV 

protection so you can enjoy this item 

in covered outdoor spaces.

Not just one colour
Nadin comes in a choice of two sha-

des: green and terracotta. Two hot, 

current colours with a natural feel 

to connect with the great outdoors.

· Hanging chair made from multico-

loured hand-woven polyrattan.

· As well as offering a natural wicker 

look, polyrattan is weather-proof and 

easy to clean.

· Steel structure with beige cushions.

Chain, carabiner and base are inclu-

ded. The steel base can be disassem-

bled.

Relax with rattan
Made from polyrattan, this piece has 

the natural look of rattan while ma-

king your life easier. As well as being 

more water-resistant, it’s easier to 

clean and maintain.

Woven with style
As well as comfort, this hanging chair 

is a great way to add style and colour. 

The woven green and white are the 

perfect colour combo for any time of 

year.

Extra comfort included
Sit back and relax – comfortable 

cushions are included with this chair. 

Oh, and it also comes with a chain, 

carabiner and base to set it up!

Connect with the great outdoors with our Nadin collection, a fusion of steel and hand-woven rope, both in 

leafy natural green. Make a style statement in your covered outdoor spaces with these materials and the 

colour of the moment.
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To go next to your sofa, with a plant on top, or even to use as a bedside table. A side table is always a good idea. 

Made from solid sustainable eucalyptus wood and poly cement, you can use Huara in your covered outdoor spaces, too.

Make your home stand out with terrazzo. Shanelle is back with a new version. It has same table top we love combined 

with solid acacia wood for the perfect finish. Get a contemporary look with natural, authentic materials. 

Huara side table made from solid eucalyptus wood

46 x 35 x 35 cm

CC2017M46

Shanelle outdoor round table for two in white terrazzo

71 x 120 x 120 cm

CC5969FN35

MAIN PRODUCTSFOR CITY LOVERS

· Side table with solid eucalyptus 

wood structure, measures Ø 35 cm.

The solid wood used in this piece is 

sourced from sustainably-managed 

forests, where felling is controlled to 

protect the environment.

· This piece has been finished with 

four layers of lacquer for durability 

and UV protection.

· Made from solid wood, every Huara 

side table is a unique one-off thanks 

to the exclusive tones and grain pa-

tterns that derive from this natural 

material.

· A highly functional piece that’s been 

designed for multiple uses. Side table, 

bedside table or even a stool – it’s up 

to you.

Authentic and eco-friendly
Ezilda is exclusive. Made from solid 

wood, each piece has its own unique 

tones and grain. What’s more, it’s 

sourced from sustainable forests with 

controlled felling.

Hello sunshine
Enjoy your terrace with Huara.

The wood has been treated to protect 

it from UV rays, making it ideal for 

covered outdoor spaces.

Who doesn’t like to be pampered?
To keep Huara looking as good as 

new, use our Sterina products. They’re 

ideal for wood and textiles used out-

doors.

· Round table with terrazzo top Ø 120 

cm in white with solid acacia wood 

base.

· Structure made from solid acacia 

wood with a whitened finish. 

· This piece has been designed to suit 

interior and outdoor spaces alike.

This table is part of the Shanelle 

collection and comes in different fini-

shes for the top and base.

Naturally unique 

Why? Because the Shanelle table is 

100% natural, containing minerals 

and solid wood that make each one 

unique. A piece of furniture that’s 

exclusive to you.

Terrazzo for your terrace
Take advantage of those sunny days 

for relaxed al fresco lunches. The 

table top is weather-proof and the 

wood has also been treated with UV 

protection.

We’re almost perfect
But we do occasionally spill our drinks. 

No worries. Shanelle is protected with 

an anti-strain treatment for easy 

cleaning and won’t get hot in the sun 

like metal.
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Want to light up your world without the need for switches or plugs? Meet Dianela, the portable lamp that loves 

to bring light wherever it goes. Even outdoors!

True relaxation is surrounding yourself with colourful, eco-friendly products. The Dalila cushion cover is 100% PET

 plastic, made from recycled bottles from the ocean. The ideal outdoor accessory that’s good for the planet, too.

Dianela table lamp with grey flex

14 x 14 x 27 cm

AA7965S03

Dalila PET cushion cover / Dalila PET green pouffe

45 x 45 cm / 60 x 60 x 30 cm

AA8234J20 / AA8235J12 / AA8231J06

MAIN PRODUCTSFOR CITY LOVERS

· Portable plastic lamp with grey sili-

cone base and flex.

· Rechargeable warm LED light with 

USB lead included.

· This lamp has an adaptable design 

for use indoors or outdoors.

· Three levels of brightness to choose 

from.

Create your own ambience
Put Dianela anywhere and it’ll illumi-

nate the space, creating the perfect 

atmosphere for any occasion thanks 

to the choice of three levels of bright-

ness. 

The green light
This design features LED lighting, 

which lasts longer and uses less 

energy. And with different brightness 

settings, the savings are guaranteed.

Ready to power up
To charge this lamp, all you need is a 

USB connector. The cable’s on us and 

comes included with this item.

· Eco-friendly cushion covers and pou-

ffes in 100% PET, made from recycled 

bottles from the ocean.

· An innovative design that suits inte-

riors as well as exterior spaces.

This machine-washable textile is quick 

and easy to clean.

· This cushion cover is part of the Da-

lila collection, with a range of finishes 

and other items to mix and match.

Eco-friendly
Love design and the planet? This is 

the piece for you. Dalila helps to clean 

up our oceans cleaner and gives plas-

tic a new life. A designer one!

Washable
And it couldn’t be easier, faster, or 

more convenient. No need for dry 

cleaners! You ceep this machine-was-

hable iitem immaculate without 

leaving home.

Mix & match
Mix & match with other items from 

the Dalila collection and accessorise 

to add even more colour, comfort and 

style to your home.
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The Elima and Subject terracotta planters will look after your houseplants or outdoor plants, as they are 

waterproof and UV-resistant. They are made from a mineral-based material and have a wooden stand to give 

your plant more sunlight, so they’ll add a natural look to any space.

No time to look after your plants? Our Luigina set is the solution, thanks to its self-watering system. It’s also 

made from terracotta, making it ideal for indoor or outdoor use. Maintain the natural vibe of your space with 

this mineral-based material.

Elima and Subject terracotta planters

26 x 26 x 31 cm / 40 x 40 x 45 cm

AA8165K86 / AA8164K86

Luigina terracotta planters with self-watering system

27 x 27 x 25 cm / 27 x 27 x 50 cm

 

AA7836PR86 / AA7837PR86

MAIN PRODUCTSFOR CITY LOVERS

· Terracotta planters with a remova-

ble wooden base to give your plant 

more height and let it soak up more 

sunlight.

· The planters are made from terra-

cotta, a porous natural material that 

absorbs excess water and maintains 

the right moisture level for the plant.

· These weatherproof planters can 

handle anything, from extreme tem-

peratures to rain and UV rays.

· Planters that are suitable for indoor 

and outdoor use thanks to the design 

and materials used, which will bring 

any space right up to date.  

A time-honoured material
Terracotta is the material of the 

moment. Used way before plastic was 

invented, this clay pottery is back to 

remind us how natural and sustaina-

ble our materials can be.

The colour of the moment
As well as the unique tones and tex-

tures from the material itself, terra-

cotta has a vibrant natural colour 

that’s also a huge design trend. 100% 

natural.

Best for your plants
Terracotta retains all the moisture 

your plant needs and absorbs the 

excess without drying it out. And the 

removable stand gives it more height 

to bask in the light.

· Terracotta planter with drainage 

and self-watering system that retains 

the water and moisture your plant 

needs and lets any excess drain away.

· Made with terracotta, a naturally 

porous material that absorbs excess 

water and maintains the right mois-

ture level for the plant.

· You can combine this planter with 

the rest of the collection, made from 

the same material with the same dra-

inage and self-watering systems. 

· A planter that’s suitable for indoor 

and outdoor use thanks to the design 

and materials used, which will bring 

any space right up to date.  

A time-honoured material
Terracotta is the material of the 

moment. Used way before plastic was 

invented, this clay pottery is back to 

remind us how natural and sustaina-

ble our materials can be.

The colour of the moment
As well as the unique tones and tex-

tures from the material itself, terra-

cotta has a vibrant natural colour 

that’s also a huge design trend. 100% 

natural 

Give your plants the best
Terracotta takes the best care of your 

plants, it retains all the moisture they 

need and absorbs the excess without 

drying out. Who needs a gardener? 

Not you!
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OUTDOOR
Collection 2021

PRODUCTS

Complete Collection
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OUTDOOR
COLLECTION

Giana Sofa 

CC2103J12

Ramson corner sofa

S690J12

Mareluz armchair

S734J03

Cira hanging 

chair with base

CC5968FN46

Nadin two-seater sofa

S737J19

Modular 5 seater corner sofa and Duka table 

in white aluminium   S656J03

Giana Armchair   

CC2104J12

Nadin two-seater sofa

S737J86

Modular 5 seater corner sofa and Duka table 

in brown aluminium  S655J10

Inti set with 2-seater sofa and 2 armchairs 

CC2100J12

Nadin armchair

S736J86

Nadin armchair

S736J19

Elianis hanging 

chair with base

CC5971J86

Sillón colgante 

con pie Ekaterina

CC5972J05

Cira multicoloured 

hanging chair

CC5964FN10

Elianis hanging 

chair

CC5965J86

Ezilda two-seater sofa

CC2002J19

Mareluz three-seater sofa

S733J03

Cira hanging 

chair with base

CC5969FN35

Cira hanging 

chair 

CC5962FN46

Flaviina 5-seater corner sofa

CC2097J10

Florina hanging 

chair with base

CC5970FN10

Sillón colgante 

Cira multicolor

CC5963FN35

Ezilda armchair

CC2001J19
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OUTDOOR
COLLECTION

Geralda armchair 

CC2096J12

Majela chair

CC2228J19

Yanet chair

CC2190J19

Galit chair

CC2004J11

Caterin lounger

CC2157M46

Nadin chair

CC2234J86

Geralda armchair 

CC2095S12

Majela chair

CC2228J11

Hemilce chair

CC2098J12

Ezilda chair

CC1998J11

Caterin lounger

CC2158J19

Nadin chair

CC2232J19

Chabeli folding chair

CC2094J86

Ezilda chair

CC1998J19

Hilda armchair

CC2175J14

Yanet stool

CC2192J86

Abeli armchair

CC2243J86

Adredna hammock

CC2157J19

Yanet chair

CC2189J86

Samantha armchair

CC2194J86

Adredna hammock

CC2157J86

Yanet stool

CC2193J19

Abeli armchair

CC2243J19

Hilda armchair

CC2175J19

Adredna hammock

CC2157J14

Samantha armchair

CC2195J19

Caterin lounger

CC2158J33

Chabeli folding chair

CC2094J12
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OUTDOOR
COLLECTION

Sheryl chair

CC5078J86

Amarilis folding 

balcony table

CC2177M46 

Surpika chair

CC5196S12

Advance folding table

CC0730R14

Felisa hostess trolley

AA8025M46

Surpika chair

CC5196S01

Dalisa folding chair

CC2163J14

Nina table

CC2013PR03

Hanzel chair

CC2167M46

Itai cement table

Ø 90 cm

CC2219PR03

Nina chair

CC2034J01

Emili garden table

CC2174M46

Isabellini chair

CC5195S31

Isabellini chair

CC5195S14

Tella table

CC1972PR01

Nina chair 

CC0555J86

Hanzel extendable 

garden table

CC2172M46

Isabellini chair

CC5195S12

Shanelle table

CC2259PR01

Dafne round garden 

table

CC2171M46

Isabellini chair

CC5195S01

Shanelle table

CC2258PR05

Nina side table

CC2016PR03

Elisia set 

CC2169M46

Dalisa folding chair

CC2163J19

Nina table

CC2014PR03

Emili chair

CC2168M46

Itai cement table

Ø 120 cm

CC2218PR03

Dalisa folding chair

CC2163J86

Nina coffee table

CC2015PR03

Daliana folding chair

CC2160M46

Huara side table

CC2017M46

Jenell side table

CC2221PR03

Jenell side table

CC2221PR01

Jenell side table

CC2221PR05
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OUTDOOR
COLLECTION

Dalva planter

AA7835PR86

Set Celi de 2 

maceteros

AA7825PR86 

Dalila PET 

cushion cover 

AA8234J20

Janaina set of two 

self-watering planters

AA8280K86

Elima planter

AA8165K86

Dalila PET pouffe 

AA8231J12

Denpasar planter

AA8163K86

Dalila PET 

cushion cover

AA8229J86

Dalila PET 

cushion cover

AA8230J20

Subject planter

AA8164K86

Dalila PET 

cushion cover

AA8228J12

Dalila PET 

cushion cover

AA8227J12

Dalila PET 

cushion cover

AA8232J11

Luigina planter with 

self-watering system

AA7837PR86

Dalila PET 

cushion cover

AA8235J12

Karlina set of two 

planters

AA7827PR86

Dalila PET 

cushion cover

AA8232J10

Luigina planter with 

self-watering system

AA7836PR86

Lelis set 

of two planters

AA7828PR05

Vilena side table

CC2225PR86

Lelis planter

AA7829PR05

Vilena terracotta 

coffee table

CC2226PR86

Jenell coffee table

CC2223PR05

Dinesh table lamp

AA7973S05

Dinesh floor lamp

AA8281S05

Dinesh table lamp

AA7968S05

Dialma table lamp

AA7964S05

Dianela table lamp

AA7965S03

Catiana PET mat 

AA8226J20 

Catiana PET mat 

AA8226J11 

Catiana PET mat 

AA8226J03

Dalila PET rug

AA8236J06

Elbia PET mat 

AA8224J03

Elbia PET mat 

AA8224J29

Elbia PET mat 

AA8224J11

Aien PET mat 

AA8222J10

Dalila PET pouffe 

AA8231J06
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OUTDOOR
COLLECTION

Glendale

cushion cover

AA8662

Hermie cushion cover

AA8665

Hermie cushion cover

AA8666

Citronella scented

candle in garnet 750 g

AA8037C34

Citronella scented 

candle in green 750 g

AA8029C19

Glendale

cushion cover

AA8664

Glendale

cushion cover

AA8663

Abish cushion cover 

AA8658

Calantina cushion 

cover

AA8660

Calantina cushion 

cover

AA8659

Calantina cushion 

cover

AA8661

Abish cushion cover 

AA8657

Our commitment 
to the planet and society

Sustainability is more than just sustainable products
Kave Cares covers a whole range of aspects, from raw materials to 

production processes, suppliers, our company and its facilities, the design 
process, social responsibility and much more. 
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MANAGING DIRECTOR

Fancesc Julià 

francesc@kavehome.com

COMERCIAL & EXPANSION DEPARTMENT

customer@kavehome.com

RETAIL DEPARTMENT

retail@kavehome.com

PRESS & BRANDING  DEPARTMENT

press@kavehome.com

w

KAVE HOME TEAM

Federico Bergamino

Jordi Díaz

Òscar Doll

Júlia Comprubí

Mel Campi

Xavier Corcoy

Núria Beltrán

Bruna Vila

Núria Motjé

COLLABORATORS

Jordi Dedeu

Carles Margarit

Carlos Guijarro

Mitos Bermejo

Tapio Anttila

designers@kavehome.com

GET IN TOUCH
CONTACT

DESIGNER TEAM
PROUD OF OUR

Download the collection’s material

Press Kit
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